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SPECIAL WEBINAR: Q & A _THE SPIRIT OF 2019 SPEAKS WITH SACRED GEOMETRY
AND THE SYMBOL OF 2019
——————————————————————————————————————————We are the spirit of 2019.
We welcome you.
Hello my dearest brothers and sisters, we are Celestial Beings with Master Buddha, Yeshua,
Archangel Michael, Isis and others.
We would be here for some more time in case somebody needs their question to be answered.
Q1. How should one come to have to some form of discipline while using technology to
learn techniques so that one can stay in balance and harmony?
It’s always a challenge but once u become aware that these technologies are here to support
and u not to become slaves to technology. You will start to use the technology to raise the
vibrational frequency. Then with that simple awareness u will be able to stay in balance.
U will see that more information and understanding is coming, more wisdom and healing
abilities coming then how do u assimilate all these?
So u must choose what is appropriate for you.
So ask the Creator or the god within u to bring u to an understanding which is of the highest
good for you. It is to co-create with the Creator, to create what is of the highest good for u in
every aspect of yr life.
It is a very important question because there is so much available at this time but what would u
choose?
As mentioned make Creator yr best friend and choose from that level
Q2. What are the names of the Masters for Vikas?
Master Hilarion and Seraphis Bey.
Q3. We are now in the 3rd dimension and we talk about moving to the 5th.
So what happens in the 4th dimension?
Most of Earth is still in the 3rd dimensional reality but certain pockets have already experienced
the 5th dimensional consciousness. The 4th dimension is in the astral region. So when u raise
yr vibration it’s like being a good student. U jump one grade and go the next grade.
We wish to say one thing- 3 people will have ascension initiation in the year 2019.
Similar to the experience Sister Michelle had.
Q4. Sometimes I get into a negative jet stream of thoughts. I am aware of these things for
a couple of hours then it disappears. This phenomena is happening for the past few
weeks n negative old patterns keep repeating. What do I do?
There are many things coming up this time and if we do not control our thoughts, our thoughts
will take over us. What we can do is from 90 to 120 seconds u bring a happy thought, image or
experience and hold that image.
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If u can do for the full 120 seconds the power of yr old thought which is holding u in the present
will slowly disappear.
Any other vibrational thought for example LOVE,PEACE, HARMONY,UNITy.
Any higher vibrational word just chant for 2 minutes.
This is also a very good question because the mind will start racing the next 3 years because
the mind is slowly losing it’s control and u will be in doubt. It can make u feel miserable. U will
feel like giving up everything and don't want to do anything. But these are the times too u can
have great breakthroughs if u persist.
U will get thru this period, my brother.
Q5. Doing the practices as given, past life talents like channelling and downloading star
codes does not happen to everybody. So there is sense of am I doing it right or am I
progressing? We are not connected to u all the time so in situations like this, what does
one do?
Very simple,
Do not judge yr spiritual progress based on these abilities.
These are the side effects. We do not eat the dessert without the main course.
Yes, it’s possible these things can happen even without all these, many have attained
ascension.
Look at our beautiful sister Michelle.
It is the love in one’s heart for the God within and for God’s all creation.
That’s what will draw u to ascension.
Yes, some will channel, some will have healing abilities coming up but look at it as a side effect.
But what we see for you is that you have the ability to create something bigger and one will be
in a written form as a book. That’s the energy we see inside of you.
U will also start yr own business and thru that attain ascension.
Q6. How to overcome spiritual ego?
Once u realize that this is only a part of you and not the higher truth of you.
You will simply set it aside.
Q7. We are learning a lot of tools now, so how do use the tools in a balanced form?
U must ask 2 things.
i. I expand my capacity to understand and integrate more.
ii. Ask co-creation to find what is the most appropriate energy, knowledge or wisdom u need
now to integrate at this time in your life.
Q8. Do we need to have a gap between or do the 3 exercises continuously?
I would say give a few minutes gap to integrate the energies
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But we recommend that it is done in one sitting.
Do not break it up.
All 3 exercises has to be done in one go.
Expansion, Co-creation and Balance to be done at the same time.
Once u get used to them, it will take less than 5 minutes to do all 3.
Q9. Is there time preference to do the 3 exercises?
It can be done anytime.
Q10. We were unable to see the mudhras clearly.
Can u show it to us?
Jayant has sent the pictures of the mudhras.
MASTER SHIVA’S CHANNELLING
I am Shiva, the Holy Ghost
I hold the frequency of Earth.
I hold in in my hair.
U will see my hair always matted.
I hold many in my hair.
You see many Masters having long hair.
Yes, they might have shaved their head before but once they attain a certain level of vibrational
frequency, many Masters throughout many traditions have grown their hair, either their
beard or the hair on their head for they are holding a new frequency, a new memory of
themselves within their hair.
I wish to offer a gift today to all my brothers and sisters for their dedication u have shown
towards the light.
I will do an initiation now.
We would like u to close yr eyes at this time.
And I will pour the holy water coming from my matted hair into yr hair at this time.
And see in yr mind’s eye the water touching yr hair, yr hair starts growing especially the hair on
the head. See it grow longer and longer. And it is coming up to yr shoulder.
It means u are holding the new frequencies which was given to u today in yr hair now.
I will touch yr head with my trident

If u look at my trident, it has 3 points but one is slightly higher than the other
point.
The higher point represents the time u are right now which is called the
present time or present life.
The left one represents the past and the right the future.
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So when something needs to change in yr life, u need to make the change in the present
time in yr present life. And when that happens naturally there will be a shifting of energies in
that part, the healing part. And u will also come to the understanding of how to get back in a
balance way in the future.
I will touch yr head with my trident.
U will feel like an electrical energy going into yr head into yr hair.
It means u will be able to hold this energy in the present moment of yr life to create.
This is my gift to all of you today.
I am Shiva, the Holy Ghost.

Before you go I will be releasing within the next 2
days a sacred geometry where u can do a
ceremony by placing the candles in a particular
format.
This ceremony can be done anytime from now.
I will send a picture and show u how it is done.
This is welcoming the holy sacred energy within
our lives.
The meaning of this image is :
We will not forget our sacredness.
We are a sacred divine being

Sister Anne Choo, this is from Master Shiva
My sister please prepare for ascension initiation very soon.
Sister Satrupa u prepare for the next level of ascension initiation.
It will happen in one of the temples in India.
Sister Margaret also must prepare.
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